Who is Transportation for Massachusetts?

- T4MA is a statewide coalition of more than 70 member and partner organizations. We advocate for better, smarter transportation policies across the Commonwealth. Our members include:
  - Environmental advocates
  - Public health advocates
  - Planning agencies
  - Business associations
  - Community-based organizations
  - Grassroots non-profits
  - Transportation user groups and advocates
Our values for better transportation

- Transportation is the **path to opportunity and social equity**
- Transportation is a determinant of **public health**
- Sustainable transportation is key to solving and mitigating **climate change and local pollution**
- Good transportation choices create **strong communities**
The good news: Massachusetts is #1!

Massachusetts is the #1 state in the country according to U.S. News & World Report rankings
Massachusetts is #1!

#1 Overall

#1 in Education
#2 in Healthcare
But we rank #45 in transportation
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#45 in Transportation
We can’t fix transportation without you

TRANSPORTATION LEADERSHIP ACADEMY

- What are we doing well?
- Where are we failing?
- What can we learn from our colleagues around the country?